Company history

HATLAPA was founded by Dipl.-Ing. Max Hatlapa in 1919 near Hamburg, Germany, and the family have remained the major shareholder to this day.

Since the early days facilities and offices have grown so that there are now HATLAPA employees in 9 countries and 38 representative organisations world wide.

Compressors have been produced for over 80 years and this was complimented by the acquisition of the Hamworthy range and design in 2003.

HATLAPA values and promotes the safe operation and correct care for all equipment.

Maintenance, spare parts, repairs and conversions are offered. HATLAPA also promotes continued professional development, and investment in new machinery and processes.
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When it comes to the delivery of a compressor, HATLAPA reduces the chance of risks. The compressor range includes machines which are not only competitively priced but also:

- Suitable for anti-vibration mounting
- Offer fully automatic operation for unmanned machinery spaces
- Offer reduced periodic service requirements
- Provide smooth vibration free operation
- Minimise use of cooling medium with efficient interstage and after coolers

In addition to single compressors, HATLAPA also offers a variety of customer specific arrangements.

“Comprehensive”: the compressor management service package. Let HATLAPA look after your compressors:

- No hidden costs, just one flat fee per month
- No hassle, spares ex stock when you need them
- Your compressor is run efficiently and always on budget
- Parts kept in stock for your needs to be ready for service at any given time
- Dedicated service engineers when required
- No transportation cost, free delivery to your installation